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Images have always been very important in human life. Their applications range from primitive communication between humans of all ages to advanced technologies in the industrial, medical and military field. The increased possibilities to capture and analyze images have contributed to the largeness that the scientific field of image processing has become today. Many techniques are being applied, including soft computing.

Soft Computing in Image Processing: Recent Advances follows the edited volumes Fuzzy Techniques in Image Processing (volume 52, published in 2000) and Fuzzy Filters for Image Processing (volume 122, published in 2003), and covers a wide range of both practical and theoretical applications of soft computing in image processing. The 16 excellent chapters of the book have been grouped into five parts: Applications in Remote Sensing, Applications in Image Retrieval, Applications in Image Analysis, Other Applications, and Theoretical Contributions. The focus of the book is on practical applications, which makes it interesting for every researcher that is involved with soft computing, image processing, or both scientific branches.
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Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
The Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy provides practical guidance on the use of botulinum toxin in a wide variety of disorders, in many areas of medicine. Using clear line drawings, it describes the relevant injection sites for each condition and gives comparative dosage tables for the various formulations of toxin used in different muscle groups....
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Introduction to ReactApress, 2015

	Introduction to React teaches you React, the JavaScript framework created by developers at Facebook, to solve the problem of building complex user interfaces in a consistent and maintainable way. React.js shrugs away common front-end conventions in an effort to make things more efficient - use Introduction to...
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MCITP: Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Messaging Design and Deployment Study Guide: Exams 70-237 and 70-238Sybex, 2008

	Microsoft has recently changed its certification program to contain three primary series: Technology,
	Professional, and Architect. The Technology Series is intended to allow candidates to
	target specific technologies and is the basis for obtaining the Professional Series and Architect
	Series certifications. The certifications in the...
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Wireless NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The field of wireless networks has witnessed tremendous growth in recent years causing it to become one of the fastest growing segments of the telecommunications industry. As wireless networks evolve with increasing size and profitability, they will be able to integrate with other wireless technologies enabling them to support mobile computing...
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Designing a Structured Cabling System to Iso 11801 Second Edition: Cross-referenced to European Cenelec and American StandardsWoodhead Publishing, 2002
This book is presented as an aid for information technology (IT) managers, consultants, cable installation engineers and system designers who need to understand the technology of the subject and the vast panoply of standards that accompany it. The book is a design manual for structured cabling and explains the terminology and physics behind the...
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Linux® Programming BibleHungry Minds, 2000
The Linux Programming Bible is the definitive reference for beginning and veteran Linux programmers. Written by John Goerzen, a developer for the Debian GNU/Linux Distribution, this comprehensive guide leads you step by step from simple shell programs to sophisticated CGI applications.

You'll find complete coverage of Linux...
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